
Delightful Pediatrics: 
Mastering the Flow of a Behavior-Free Family Practice
 
 
Have you ever worried that your uncertainty in handling kids will leave a bad 
impression? Maybe a child you're working with just won't cooperate; or their 
behavior is ruining the experience for the rest of your patients. 
  
If your heart guides you to help kids but the effort it takes to master 
technique, behavior, or clinic flow leaves you worried or unsure, this one day 
seminar is for you.  You’ll learn an effective, practical approach to peacefully 
get kids on the table and adjusted without resistance, refusal or disruption to 
your flow or others around you.   
  
Samantha Moe, leading Child Behavior Expert, and Dr Tye Moe, renowned 
Pediatric Chiropractor, will equip you with skills and certainty to create your 
ideal office environment – yes, even when it’s filled with the most subluxated 
children. 
  
What if moms told you, "Wow, you do really well with kids!" and raved about 
your clinic to their friends? 
  
Build the loyalty of moms in your community and your sense of 
effectiveness.  End each day feeling fulfilled because you and your staff, 
together, know how to create positive interactions and flow so you can 
deliver the best care possible. 
  
What you'll leave with: 

1 - What to do when kids aren't cooperating (or running around, or even 
screaming) to restore peace in your clinic 

2 - A proactive behavior plan, pediatric office visit flow, and system (specific 
to your office) to create a peaceful pediatric environment, and a more 
enjoyable experience for you, your staff, and the rest of your patients 

3 - Develop rapport and easy connection with even the most challenging and 
the most shy kiddos 
  

Bonus - How to apply tonal adjusting to children who don't sit still!


